Mammal Word Search

Some of the animals below are mammals. Some are not. Circle the animals that are mammals. Cross out the animals that are not mammals.

ANTEATER   HORSE   PARROT   SHARK
BAT         HUMAN   PENGUIN   SQUIRREL
CAMEL       KANGAROO   PLATYPUS   TARANTULA
CHICKEN     KOALA     POLAR BEAR   TIGER
COBRA       LLAMA     PORPOISE   TURTLE
DOLPHIN     MANATEE   SALAMANDER   WHALE
ELEPHANT    MOUSE     SEAL       ZEBRA
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Some of the animals below are mammals. Some are not. Circle the animals that are mammals. Cross out the animals that are not mammals.
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Now find only the mammals in the puzzle. Animals that are not mammals will not be hidden in the puzzle. Words are hidden →, ↓, and ↘.